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    Abstract

        
            The report is a compilation of geologic field observations and supporting laboratory data obtained during a study of the eastern slope of the High Cascade Range of Oregon, north of Broken Top volcano. General geologic relationships are summarized, then followed by lithologic descriptions, petrographic characteristics, and stratigraphic information, cross-indexed to tables of chemical analyses of pertinent rock units. The 7.5-minute N.W. Broken Top quadrange is bounded by 44/sup 0/07'30'' and 44/sup 0/15'00'' north latitude and by 121/sup 0/37'30'' and 121/sup 0/45'00'' west longitude, 6 km east of North and Middle Sister volcanoes and 35 km northwest of Bend. The quadrangle is covered by glacial till and calc-alkaline lavas, most of which originated on the adjacent slopes of the High Cascades. Basalt, basaltic andesite, andesite, and rhyodacite are represented in a variety of forms including lava flows, volcanic domes, cinder cones, and a welded ash-flow tuff.
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                    Quaternary volcanics from the Broken Top volcano area, Oregon High Cascades: Varied low pressure processes in calc-alkaline magma chambers

                    
                        Conference
                            Webster, J - Geological Society of America, Abstracts with Programs; (United States)
                            

                    Broken Top (BT) is a Quaternary composite volcano in the central Oregon High Cascades. Volcanics in the vicinity of BT range from basalt to rhyodacite with a paucity of andesite. Most pre- and syn-BT lavas were generated through low pressure crystal fractionation (CF) in small, short-lived chambers. Mixing superimposed on CF generally involved magmas with minimal compositional differences. Lavas erupted from BT are dominantly phenocryst-rich bas. andesite which exhibits evidence for a mixing origin. Whole-rock and phenocryst compositions suggest mixing between basalt and andesite. The andesite can be explained by low pressure CF of the basalt. Latest BT activity consistedmore » of bas. andesite, dacite, and rhyodacite lavas which were generated through CF. During BT activity, andesite was produced by CF during rapid sidewall crystallization and ponded at the top of the chamber. Mixing most likely took place during eruptive events, but evidence for a persistent presence of mixed (hybrid) magma in the chamber suggests incomplete evacuation of mixed magma. With time, the andesite layer became less significant due to decreasing rates of sidewall crystallization and/or frequent eruption/replenishment, more widespread crystal settling resulted in eruption of CF-generated bas. andesite and low-Si dacite. Rapid crystallization of dacitic magma followed by buoyant segregation yielded rhyodacite. These processes operating during the latest stages of the BT activity were likely similar to those operating in the short-lived chambers. Paucity of CF-generated andesite is explained by: (1) low density crust which retards andesite ascent, and (2) rapid crystallization over the dacite range. While significant amounts of andesite were produced in the longer-lived BT system, it rarely erupted unmixed.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Differentiation of cinder cone magmas from the Michoacan-Guanajuato Volcanic Field, central Mexico

                    
                        Conference
                            Hasenaka, T - Geol. Soc. Am., Abstr. Programs; (United States)
                            

                    The Michoacan-Guanajuato Volcanic Field (area:40,000 km/sup 2/) contains various small volcanic centers of 3 Ma to Recent age, including 900 cinder and lava cones, and contrast to other portions of the Mexican Volcanic Belt (MVB) with large composite volcanoes. Among 224 scoria and lava samples studied for chemistry and mineralogy, 165 samples are calc-alkaline (basalt, andesite, and dacite), 21 are alkaline (mainly basalt), and 38 are transitional between the two (mainly basalt). The majority of rocks are 01 basalt and 01 andesite with pyroxene and hornblende andesites being subordinate. Their MgO content is relatively high compared with lavas from compositemore » volcanoes in the MVB, and indicate an earlier stage of differentiation. Four samples have Mg-number >70 and Ni content >235 ppm, a criteria of magmas equilibrated with mantle olivine. They include all the rock groups but phenocryst assemblage is always 01+Cpx+Pl. Other samples are plotted between this and 1-atmosphere Ol-Cpx-Pl cotectic. Ol-liquid, two pyroxenes, and magnetite-ilmenite temperatures decrease from 1200/sup 0/C to 900/sup 0/C with increasing FeO*/MgO ratio which also corresponds to the changing mineral assemblages. Calculated oxygen fugacities are on or slightly above Ni-NiO buffer line. Calc-alkaline and alkaline basalts are not related; both are parental. Less differentiated character of cinder cone magmas may result from their transportation under local extensional stress and absence of long-lived shallow magma reservoirs is common in composite volcanoes.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Goosenest Volcano, southern Oregon: High K[sub 2]O, BA and Sr basaltic andesite extrusives

                    
                        Conference
                            Mertzman, S - Geological Society of America, Abstracts with Programs; (United States)
                            

                    Goosenest Volcano, a cinder cone with coeval lava flows, is located nearly 5 miles WNW of the south entrance into Crater Lake National Park. A summit crater unmodified by glacial erosion but with a blanket of Mazama pumice, suggests the age of latest activity to be between 20,000 and 6850 B.P. The pyroclastics and lavas from Goosenest are augite olivine basaltic andesites, with a strong tendency for these minerals to form 2--5 mm in diameter glomeroporphyritic clumps [+-] plagioclase. Three samples from the cone (2 bombs and 1 spatter agglutinate) and five from lava flows were analyzed for major andmore » trace elements through XRF and ICP techniques. These extrusive are calc-alkaline medium to high K[sub 2]O basaltic andesites; in particular, SiO[sub 2] ranges from 53 to 54 wt. %, K[sub 2]O from 1.39 to 1.94, MgO from 6.3 to 7.3, Ba from 774 to 1,069 ppm and Sr from 1,463 to 1,951 ppm. With increasing K[sub 2]O: P[sub 2]O[sub 5], Ba, Be, Ce, La, Sr, and Zr increase in concentration while Ni, Cr, and Co decrease. All major elements are virtually constant or scatter randomly; Y,V,Sc, and Yb follow the same pattern. The lower Al[sub 2]O[sub 3] content (16 to 17 wt.%) precludes the addition of a large plagioclase component as an explanation of the high Sr content. Batch partial melting of a mineralogically homogeneous source that has been fluxed by variable amounts of an LILE-rich fluid phase whose ultimate origin is tied to the subduction process, is a likely scheme which explains the unusual chemical composition of the Gossenest extrusive rocks.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Heat flow studies in the Steamboat Mountain-Lemei Rock area, Skamania County, Washington. Information circular 62

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Schuster, J; Blackwell, D; Hammond, P; ... 
                            

                    In order to investigate the possible occurrence of geothermal energy in areas of Quaternary basaltic volcanism, the Washington State Department of Natural Resources drilled several 152 m deep heat-flow holes in the Steamboat Mountain-Lemei Rock area of Skamania County, Washington. The study area is located in the southern part of Washington's Cascade Mountains between 45/sup 0/54' and 46/sup 0/07' N. and 121/sup 0/40' and 121/sup 0/53'W. This area was selected for study because geologic mapping had identified a north-trending chain of late Quaternary basaltic volcanoes that had extruded a sequence of lava flows up to 600 m thick and becausemore » the chain of volcanoes is areally coincident with a well-defined gravity low with a minimum value of about -110 mgals. Gradients of 52.7 and 53.4/sup 0/C/km and heat flows of 1.8 and 1.6 ..mu..cal/cm/sup 2/sec, respectively, were measured in two drill holes near the east flank of the chain of volcanoes. Gradients of 44.5 and 58/sup 0/C/km and heat flows of 1.3 and 1.6 ..mu..cal/cm/sup 2/ sec, respectively, were measured in two holes near the axis of the chain, and one gradient of 49.8/sup 0/C/km and heat flow of 1.5 ..mu..cal/cm/sup 2/ sec were measured in a drill hole near the west flank of the chain. All gradients and heat flows are terrain corrected. These heat-flow values are typical regional heat-flow values for the Cascade Mountains. The data show that there is no large-sized heat source body within the general area of the heat-flow study. However, there is only one location in Washington, also in the Cascade Mountains, where higher gradients have been measured.« less
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                    Late Cenozoic volcanism in the Lassen area, southernmost Cascade Range, California

                    
                        Conference
                            Clynne, M; Muffler, L; Dalrymple, G - Geological Society of America, Abstracts with Programs; (United States)
                            

                    Volcanism in the southernmost Cascade Range can be characterized on two scales. Regional volcanism is predominantly basaltic to andesitic, and hundreds of coalescing volcanoes of small volume (10[sup [minus]3] to 10[sup 1] km[sup 3]) with short lifetimes have built a broad platform. Superimposed on the regional volcanism are a few long-lived ([approximately]10[sup 6] years) much larger (>10 [sup 2] km[sup 3]) volcanic centers. Each of these larger centers consists of a basaltic-andesite to andesite composite cone and flanking silicic domes and flows. The evolution of these volcanic centers conforms to a generalized three-stage model during which a conspicuous edifice ismore » constructed. Stages 1 and 2 comprise a dominantly andesitic composite cone; Stage 3 marks a change to dominantly silicic volcanism and is accompanied by development of a hydrothermal system in the permeable core of the andesitic composite cone. Subsequent fluvial and glacial erosion produces a caldera-like depression with a topographically high resistant rim of Stage 2 lavas surrounding the deeply eroded, hydrothermally altered core of the composite cone. Two types of basalt are recognized in the southernmost Cascades; medium-K calc-alkaline (CAB) and low-K olivine tholeiite (LKOT). CAB exhibits considerable geochemical diversity and is the parent magma for the volcanic-center lavas and the majority of the evolved regional lavas. LKOT is chemically homogeneous, and outcrops sporadically in association with extensional tectonics of the Basin and Range Province, and is related to Pleistocene encroachment of Basin-and-Range tectonics on the subduction-related volcanism of the Cascade Range.« less
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